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Executive Summary
One goal of San Clemente Dam removal in 2015 was to improve watershed access for
migrating Oncorhynchus mykiss. A new river channel was constructed to bypass the
dam site in 2015. It included a lower gradient reach with riffle-pool geometry and a
higher-gradient reach with interspersed step-pool segments, plane-bed segments,
and long “resting pools.” Large boulders used to create step pool sequences in the
steeper reach were transported into a more random distribution during high flows of
winter 2017. The post-2017 boulder geometry, and shallow riffles may pose barriers
to fish migration at certain flows. This report is the second year of a five-year project
to assess potential physical barriers to O. mykiss passage.
The occurrence of either of the following conditions (based on draft monitoring
approach developed by NMFS and CDFW in March of 2017) was considered a potential
barrier:
1) At a given channel cross section, the dimensions of the single passage
corridor—or passage corridor that is most conducive to passage where
multiple corridors exist—indicate that the maximum flow depth is less than 1
foot.
2) Where a hydraulic drop spans the wetted channel width and jump behavior is
required to pass the feature due to absence of an identifiable subsurface
corridor, the required jump height is greater than 1 foot, the downstream jump
takeoff pool depth is less than 2 feet, or such jumps occur in a sequence of
four or more.
The second year of monitoring occurred on June 10 and June 11, 2019 with
approximately 60 cfs flow. We found and described 8 sites of concern. Each site
description includes the location and geometry of the potential barrier, including
photographs, and total station surveys. Two sites fell approximately 0.1 ft below the
one-foot minimum prescribed depth criteria. One site had high velocity over a short
run. Given that none of the 8 impediments extended farther than a few feet, we
believe a healthy adult steelhead would be able to transit the entire CRRDR at 60 cfs.
For the 2020 assessment we recommend either surveying the CRRDR at a flow lower
than 60 cfs to determine when more pronounced barriers to migration develop.
Evidence for barriers would include more numerous, closely spaced, and extensive
impediments, such as were described in summer 2018 (Smith et al. 2018).
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Alternatively, assessment could focus on bed stability to better understand if the
good conditions present now will last into the foreseeable future.
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1

Introduction

San Clemente Dam was removed from the Carmel River in 2015 (Fig. 1). A primary goal of the Carmel
River Reroute and Dam Removal (CRRDR) project was to improve conditions for all life stages of both
resident (rainbow trout) and anadromous (steelhead trout) forms of Oncorhynchus mykiss (NMFS
2013; Boughton et al. 2016).

Figure 1. Location of the Carmel River Dam Removal and Reroute Project.

A new channel was constructed to carry Carmel River flows past the former dam site. The new channel
comprised riffle-pool sequences in the upper reach and alternating step-pool, boulder plane-bed and
resting pools in a steeper reach located downstream of the riffle-pool sequences. The channel was
designed to accommodate adult steelhead passage in flows as low as 15 cfs. High flows in 2017
radically rearranged the geometry of the steeper reach (Fig. 2) while maintaining the original
morphology of the riffle-pool sequences. Potential fish barriers and channel stability are current
concerns given the unplanned boulder arrangement in the reorganized channel bed.
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Figure 2. Example of channel reorganization following the high flows of 2017. Left image is fall 2016 following
repairs from winter 2016. Right image is same location after winter 2017.

Initial geomorphic surveys were conducted at the CRRDR in summer 2018 at 17 cfs to evaluate the
CRRDR for potential low-flow barriers (Smith et al. 2018). The assessment showed that fish passage
was problematic at low flows. Smith et al. (2018) recommended a subsequent survey at a flow near
60 cfs, which was the average winter baseflow value for 2016—a typical water year. Carmel steelhead
are a winter-run salmonid, so 60 cfs might be a typical flow encountered by spawning adults.
This report provides the results of a geomorphic survey on June 10 and 11, 2019 at a flow of
approximately 60 cfs.
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2
2.1

Methods

River Discharge During Assessment

The summer 2019 survey included a visual inventory of potential barriers on June 10, 2019 followed
by more detailed surveys of specific sites on June 11. The flow was approximately 60 cfs during the
surveys as indicated by the Sleepy Hollow gage, located one mile downstream of the site.
2.2

Visual Assessment

Potential barriers to fish passage (impediments) were identified along the length of the project site.
A leveling rod was used to measure minimum water depths and maximum jump heights along the
most favorable route along the river (Fig. 3). We based our assessment on criteria presented in the
CRRDR post-construction monitoring plan (AECOM, 2018). In contrast to the summer 2018 survey,
we did not consider narrow “width” to indicate a potential barrier, and we used the maximum depth
(instead of average depth) when assessing the one-foot minimum depth value (Pers. Comm. Steven
McNeely, AECOM).
1. A potential barrier exists at a given cross section if the maximum depth is less than one foot. If
there are multiple passage corridors in the cross section, assess the one that is most conducive to
passage.
2. A potential barrier exists where a hydraulic drop spans the wetted channel width, and the jump
height exceeds one foot or the downstream launching pool is less than two feet deep. This is a
potential barrier if jump behavior is required to pass the feature due to absence of an identifiable
subsurface passage corridor.
The impediment sites were sequentially numbered from downstream to upstream. The UTM (NAD 83)
coordinates for each site were recorded (Appendix A) and plotted on an orthophoto base map. Site
photographs were taken to document the problem areas.
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Figure 3. Using leveling rod to estimate jump heights and water depths at 60 cfs.

2.3

Total Station Surveys

Each site identified as having a potential barrier was surveyed with Nikon 5” total station. We surveyed
the thalweg longitudinal profile and a critical cross section where the depth problem was present. The
cross section transect was not necessarily perpendicular to the banks. Instead, it followed the riffle
crest geometry. Each survey closed with < 0.01 m error.
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Results

Eight potential barriers were identified during the inventory (Fig. 4). Seven sites (Sites 1,2,4,5,6,7,8)
were selected for total station survey. One site (Site 3) was not surveyed because it was a potential
velocity barrier rather than a depth or jump barrier. All seven surveyed sites were selected for shallow
conditions. Jumps greater than one foot were present in the CRRDR, but none were impacting the
easiest route along the channel.
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Figure 4. Eight sites identified as potential impediments to fish passage.
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Site 1 is located upstream of a steep chute (Fig. 5). The site had a maximum depth of approximately
1.1 feet along the most favorable passage pathway (Figs. 6, 7, 8). This site is approximately the same
impediment called site 22 in summer 2018 (Smith et al. 2018).

Figure 5. Site One. Yellow dots are total station shots for longitudinal profile and transect. Flow is northwest.
Background image was obtained 5/2/2019 at a flow of 85 cfs.
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Figure 6. Site one field photo. Shallow conditions within riffle.

Figure 7. Site one riffle cross section survey.

Figure 8. Site one longitudinal profile survey.
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Site 2 is the same impediment noted as site 23 in summer 2018 (Fig. 9). The most favorable passage
up a short step had a maximum depth of approximately 1.1 ft (Figs. 10, 11, 12).

Figure 9. Site Two.

Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is northwest. Background image was obtained

5/2/2019 at a flow of 85 cfs.
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Figure 10. Site two field photo. Shallow conditions at small step crest.

Figure 11. Site two step cross section survey.

Figure 12. Site two longitudinal profile.
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Site 3 (Fig. 13) is located within a bedrock and boulder cascade 525 ft (160 m) downstream from the
mouth of San Clemente Creek (Fig. 4). There were short steep reaches that exceed 1 foot in height,
but water depths exceeded one foot, so the impediments could be navigated by swimming behavior.
We reported this site because the velocity at one step was relatively high along a horizontal distance
of approximately 3 feet. (Fig. 11). This impediment is close to site 35 reported in summer 2018.

Figure 13. Site three aerial view. Arrow indicates high velocity point. Background image was obtained 5/2/2019
at a flow of 85 cfs.
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Figure 14. Site three field photo. Short reach with high velocity.
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Site 4 is a low-gradient riffle located 200 ft (60 m) upstream of San Clemente Creek, within the reroute
bedrock cut (Fig. 15). The riffle was deeper than one foot except near the riffle crest, which had a
maximum depth of approximately 0.9 feet along the most favorable passage pathway (Figs. 16, 17,
18). This site was reported as site 43 in summer 2018.

Figure 15. Site Four. Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is toward the north. Background image was
obtained 5/2/2019 at a flow of 85 cfs.
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Figure 16. Site four field photo. Shallow conditions at riffle crest.

Figure 17. Site four cross section survey.

Figure 18. Site four longitudinal profile survey.
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Site 5 is a low gradient riffle within the reroute reach (Fig. 4). It has a complex crest that crossed the
channel at a low angle to the banks. The riffle was deeper than one foot except near the riffle crest
where the maximum depth of the most favorable passage was approximately 0.9 feet (Figs. 20, 21,
22). This site is impediment 45 identified summer 2018.

Figure 19. Site Five. Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is toward the northeast. Background image was
obtained 10/13/2018 at a flow of 7 cfs.
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Figure 20. Site five field photo. Shallow conditions at riffle crest.

Figure 21. Site five cross section survey.

Figure 22. Site five longitudinal profile survey.
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Site 6 is a low gradient riffle located 180 ft (55 m) upstream of site 5 (Fig. 23). It is the first riffle
upstream of the reroute reach bedrock cut. The riffle was deeper than one foot except near the riffle
crest, which had a maximum depth of approximately 0.9 feet along the most favorable passage
pathway (Figs. 24, 25, 26). This site is impediment 48 identified summer 2018

Figure 23. Site Six. Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is toward the northeast. Background image was
obtained 10/13/2018 at a flow of 7 cfs.
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Figure 24. Site six field photo. Shallow conditions at riffle crest.

Figure 25. Site six cross section survey.

Figure 26. Site six longitudinal profile survey.
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Site 7 is a low gradient riffle located in the reservoir reach (Fig. 27). The riffle was deeper than one
foot except near the riffle crest, which had a maximum depth of approximately 1.0 feet along the
most favorable passage pathway (Figs. 28, 29, 30). This site is impediment 50 reported in summer
2018.

Figure 27. Site Seven. Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is toward the northwest. Background image was
obtained 10/13/2018 at a flow of 7 cfs.
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Figure 28. Site seven field photo. Shallow conditions at riffle crest.

Figure 29. Site seven cross section survey.

Figure 30. Site seven longitudinal profile survey.
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Site 8 is a low gradient riffle located within the reservoir reach 150 ft (65 m) downstream from the
upstream limit of the CRRDR (Fig. 31). The riffle was deeper than one foot except near the riffle crest,
which had a maximum depth of approximately 1.0 feet along the most favorable passage pathway
(Figs. 32, 33, 34). This site was reported as impediment 51 in summer 2018

Figure 31. Site Eight. Yellow dots are total station shots. Flow is toward the northwest. Background image was
obtained 10/13/2018 at a flow of 7 cfs.
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Figure 32. Site eight field photo. Shallow conditions at riffle crest.

Figure 33. Site eight cross section survey.

Figure 34. Site eight longitudinal profile survey.
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Discussion

The summer 2018 fish passage assessment inventoried approximately 51 impediments to adult fish
passage at a flow of 17 cfs (Smith et al. 2018). The problems were chiefly related to very low
discharge present during the survey. Deeper water associated with the 60 cfs flow in the summer
2019 assessment had drowned out all but 7 of the shallow impediments described in 2018. Two of
the seven sites identified at 60 cfs had depths approaching the 1-foot minimum depth criterion.
Two surveyed sites fell below 1-foot depth by 0.1 ft. None of the shallow extended beyond a few
feet of stream length. We do not believe that any true barriers to healthy adult fish migration were
present at 60 cfs, given the minor deviation from the design criteria, the short horizontal distance
over which shoaling was present, and the large spacing between impediments.
Steelhead counts at Los Padres Dam fish trap indicate a sharp increase in winter 2017 as compared
to previous years, so there exists a range of flows during which steelhead can transit the CRRDR.
Further, there were no new impediments to fish passage despite the occurrence of a 10 year flow
event between the 2018 and 2019 assessments. Those two observations indicate that the bed is
both favorable to steelhead migration, and relatively stable at this time.
Future changes in the channel could foster or impair the current favorable conditions for fish
passage through the CRRDR. Improvements will occur as the mid-channel bars located between
sites 1 and 2 become stabilized with willows. Willow growth will favor bar growth, which will narrow
and deepen the currently too-wide channel. Threats to the current conditions include potential riffle
head and pool aggradation driven by excess sand and gravel input from unstable banks in the
reservoir reach (Harrison et al. 2018; Fig. 35). Likewise, new barriers could naturally evolve if large
wood accumulations jam against the walls of steep narrow reaches near site 3 and downstream of
site 1 or within the boulder bed near the former dam location. While the large boulders appear to
be more stable following the resorting in 2017, new barriers could emerge if extraordinary flows
transport the boulders into channel-spanning steps.
Future assessments might focus on finding the minimum flow (between 17 cfs and 60 cfs) where
significant barriers emerge, or might analyze time-series orthophotos to quantify boulder stability.
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Figure 35. Eroding sand and gravel of the reservoir reach at site 8.
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